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On Some Actions of D3 on a Triangle

Paris Pamfilos

Abstract. The action of the dihedral groupD3 on the equilateral triangle is
generalized to various actions on general triangles.

1. Introduction

The equilateral triangle admits in a natural way the action of the dihedral group
D3. The elementsf of the group act as reflexions (order2: f2 = 1) or as rotations
(order3: f3 = 1). If we relax the property off from being isometry, we can define
similar actions on an arbitrary triangle. In fact there are infinitely many actions of
D3 on an arbitrary triangle, described by the following setting.
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Figure 1. Projectivity preserving a conic

It is well known that given six pointsA, A′, B, B′, C, C ′ on a conicc, there is a
unique projectivity preservingc and mappingA toA′, B toB′ andC toC′. Taking
A′, B′, C ′ to be permutations of the setA, B, C we see that there is a groupG of
projectivities that permute the vertices of the trianglet = (ABC) and preserve
the conicc. It is not difficult to see thatG is naturally isomorphic to the group of
symmetries of the equilateral triangle. Thus from the algebraic point of view, the
group action contains no significant information. But from the geometric point of
view the situation is quite interesting. For example, fixing such a group, we can
consider generalized rotations i.e.f ∈ G of order threef3 = 1, which applied
to a pointX ∈ c generate anorbital triangle X,Y = f(X), Z = f(f(X)). All
these orbital triangles envelope a second conic which is also invariant under the
groupG. For definitions, general facts on triangles, transformations and especially
projectivities I refer to [1]. For special conics, circumscribed on a triangle, this
setting unifies several dispersed properties and presents them under a new light.
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I shall illustrate this aspect by applying the above method to two special cases.
Then I shall discuss an exceptional, similar setting, which results by replacing the
circumconic with the circumcircle of the triangle and the projectivities by Moebius
transformations. The first case will be that of the exterior Steiner ellipse of the
triangle.

2. Steiner dihedral group of a triangle

We start with a trianglet = (ABC) and its exterior Steiner ellipse. Then we
consider the projectivities that preserve this conic and permute the vertices of the
triangle. First I shall state the facts. The group, which I call theSteiner dihedral
group of the triangle, comprises two kinds of maps: involutions, that resemble to
reflections, and cyclic permutations of the vertices that resemble to rotations.
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Figure 2. Isotomic conjugation

The involutions are related to the sides of the triangle and coincide with the
isotomic conjugations with respect to the corresponding medians: Sidea of the
triangle defines an involution on the conic:Ia(X) = Y , whereXY is parallel to
the sidea and bisected by the median to a.Ia has the median toa as its line of
fixed points, which coincides with the conjugate diameter ofa relative to the conic.
The corresponding isolated fixed point (Fregier point of the involution) is the point
at infinity of line a. Analogous definitions and properties have the involutionsIb,
Ic.

More important seems to be the projectivityf = Ib ◦ Ia, of order threef3 = 1,
that preserves the conic and cycles the vertices of the triangle. I call it theisotomic
rotation.

As is the case with every projectivityf , preserving a conic, for all pointsX
on c, the lines[X, f(X)] envelope another conic, which in this case is the inner
Steiner ellipse. By the same argument allorbital triangles i.e. triangles of the form
t′ = (X, f(X), f(f(X))), are circumscribed on the inner Steiner ellipse. More
precisely the following statements are valid and easy to prove:

(1) The centroidG of the triangle is the fixed point off .
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Figure 3. Isotomic rotation

(2) Every pointX of the plane defines anorbital triangle

s = (X, f(X), f(f(X))),

which hasG for its centroid.
(3) The orbital triangless, as above, which haveX on the external Steiner el-

lipse, are all circumscribed to the inner Steiner ellipse. They are precisely
the only triangles that have these two ellipses as their external/internal
Steiner ellipses.

(4) The inner and outer Steiner ellipses generate a family of homothetic con-
ics, with homothety center the centroidG of the triangle. For every point
X of the plane the orbital triangles generated byX has the corresponding
conics-family-memberc, passing through X, as its outer Steiner ellipse.
Besides, for all pointsX on c, the corresponding orbital triangles circum-
scribe another conics-family-memberc′, which is the inner Steiner ellipse
of all these triangles.

(5) For a fixed orbital trianglet = (ABC), the orbit of its circumcenterO,
defines a triangleu = (OPQ), whose median throughO is the Euler line
of the initial trianglet. The middleE of PQ is the center of the Euler
circle of t.

(6) The trilinear coordinates of pointsP = f(O) andQ = f(P ) are respec-
tively:

P =
(

sin 2C
sinA

,
sin 2A
sinB

,
sin 2B
sinC

)
,

Q =
(

sin 2B
sinA

,
sin 2C
sinB

,
sin 2A
sinC

)
.
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Deferring for a later moment the proofs, I shall pass now to the analogous group,
of projectivities, which results by replacing the external ellipse with the circum-
circle of the triangle. For a reason that will be made evident shortly I call the
corresponding group theLemoine dihedral group of the triangle.

3. Lemoine dihedral group of a triangle

We start with a trianglet = (ABC) and its circumcirclec. Then we consider
the projectivities that preservec and permute the vertices of the triangle. There are
again two kinds of such maps. Involutions, and maps of order three.
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Figure 4. Lemoine reflexion

Sidea of the triangle defines a projective involutionIa(X) = X ′, by the prop-
ertiesIa(A) = A and Ia(B) = C, Ia(C) = B. Its line of fixed points, is the
symmedian lineAD. The corresponding isolated fixed point (Fregier point) is
the poleA∗ of the symmedian with respect to the circumcircle, which lies on the
Lemoine axisL of the triangle. In the figure above,K is the symmedian point and
Q is the projection of the circumcenter on the symmedianAD (is a vertex of the
second Brocard triangle oft). From the invariance of cross-ratio and the fact that
Ia mapsL to itself, follows that(C∗B∗K∗A∗) = 1, hence the symmedian bisects
the angleB∗QC∗. JoiningQ with B∗, C∗ we find the intersectionsF , G of these
lines with the Brocard circle (with diameterOK). Below (in §6) we show thatF ,
G coincide with the Brocard points of the triangle.

Ia could be called theLemoine reflexion (on the symmedian through A). Analo-
gous is the definition and the properties of the involutionsIb andIc, corresponding
to the other sides of the triangle.

More important seems to be the projectivityf = Ib ◦ Ia, of order threef3 = 1,
which preserves the circumcircle and cycles the vertices of the triangle. I call it the
Lemoine rotation.

As before, for all pointsX on c, the lines[X, f(X)] envelope another conic,
which in this case is the Brocard ellipsec′ of the trianglet. By the same argument
all orbital triangles i.e. triangles of the formt′ = (X,Y = f(X), Z = f(f(X))),
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Figure 5. Lemoine rotation

are circumscribed on the Brocard ellipse. More precisely the following statements
are valid and easy to prove:

(1) f leaves invariant each member of the family of conics generated by the
circumcircle and the Brocard ellipse oft. In particular the Lemoine axis of
t remains invariant under f, and permutes pointsA∗, B∗, C∗.

(2) The symmedian (or Lemoine) pointK of the triangle is the fixed point of
f .

(3) Every pointX of the circlec defines anorbital triangle

s = (X, f(X), f(f(X))),

which hasK as symmedian point.
(4) The orbital triangless, as above, which haveX on c, are all circumscribed

to the Brocard ellipsec′. They are precisely the only triangles that havec
andc′ as circumcircle and Brocard ellipse, respectively.

(5) For a fixed orbital trianglet = (ABC), the orbit of its circumcenterO,
defines a triangleu = (OPQ), whose median throughO is the Brocard
axis of the initial trianglet.

(6) The triangleu is isosceles and symmetric on the Brocard axis. The feet
G,F of the altitudes ofu from P andQ, respectively, coincide with the
Brocard points oft.

(7) The trianglesu, u′ = (PRF ) andu′′ = (QRG) are similar. The similarity
ratio of the two last to the first is equal to the sine of the Brocard angle.

Deferring once again the proofs at the end (§6), I shall pass to a third group, using
now inversions instead of projectivities. For a reason that will be made evident
shortly I call the corresponding group theBrocard dihedral group of the triangle.

4. Brocard dihedral group of a triangle

Once again we start with a trianglet = (ABC) and its circumcirclec. Then
we consider the Moebius transformations that permute the vertices oft. It is true
that through such maps the sides are not mapped to sides. We do not have proper
maps of the triangle’s set of points onto itself, but we have a group that permutes
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its vertices, is isomorphic toD3 and, as we will see, has intimate relations with the
previous one and the geometry of the triangle.

Everything is based on the well known fact that a Moebius transformation is
uniquely defined by prescribing three points and their images. Thus, fixing a ver-
tex,A say, of the triangle and permuting the other two, we get a Moebius involu-
tion, Ia say. Analogously are defined the other two involutionsIb andIc. I call
them theBrocard reflexions of the triangle. Two of them generate the whole group.
By the well known property of Moebius transformations, we know that all of them
preserve the circumcirclec.
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Figure 6. Brocard reflexion

I cite some properties ofIa that are easy to prove:

(1) On the points of the circumcircle the Brocard reflexionIa coincides with
the corresponding Lemoine reflexion.

(2) Ia leaves invariant each member of the bundle of circles through its fixed
pointsA andD (D being the intersection of the symmedian from A with
the circumcircle).

(3) Ia leaves invariant each member of the bundle of circles that is orthogonal
to the previous one (i.e. the circles which are orthogonal to the symmedian
AD and the circumcircle).

(4) In particularIa leaves invariant the symmedian fromA and maps the sym-
median pointK to the intersectionK∗ of the Lemoine axis with that sym-
median.

(5) Ia permutes the circles of the bundle generated by the circumcircle and the
Lemoine axis oft. The same happens with the orthogonal bundle to the
previous one, which is the bundle generated by the Apollonian circles oft.
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(6) Ia interchanges the circumcenterO with the poleA∗ of the symmedian at
A. It maps also the Brocard axisb onto the circle through the isodynamic
points andA∗.

(7) All the circles throughO,Q are mapped byIa to lines throughA∗. In
particular the Brocard circle is mapped to the Lemoine axis.

(8) The lineAB is mapped byIa to the circle throughA,C, tangent to this
line atA.

(9) Ia maps the Brocard pointsF , G to the intersection pointsB∗, C∗ of the
sidesAC andAB with the Lemoine axis respectively.

We pass now to the Moebius tansformation that recycles the vertices of the tri-
anglet = (ABC). It is the product of two Brocard reflexionsf = Ib ◦ Ia. It is of
order three:f3 = 1 and I call it theBrocard rotation. The geometric properties of
this transformation are related to the so calledcharacteristic parallelogram of it.
This is generally defined, for every Moebius transformation (may be degenarated),
as the parallelogram whose vertices are the two fixed points and the poles off and
of its inversef−1. A short discussion of this parallelogram will be found in§8.
Here are the main properties of our Brocard Rotation.
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Figure 7. Brocard rotation

(10) On the points of the circumcirclec of t the Brocard Rotation coincides with
the corresponding Lemoine rotation.

(11) The characteristic parallelogram off is a rhombus with two angles of mea-
sureπ/3. The vertices at these angles are the fixed points off . They also
coincide with the isodynamic points of the triangle. The other vertices of
the parallelogram (angles2π/3) coincide with the inverses of the Brocard
points with respect to the circumcircle.

(12) f leaves invariant every circle of the bundle of circles, generated by the
circumcircle oft and its Brocard circle (circle throuch circumcenter and
Brocard points).
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(13) All circles of the bundle, which is orthogonal to the previous, pass through
the isodynamic pointsJ, J′ of t. Each circlec of this bundle is mapped
to a circlec′ of the same bundle, which makes an angle ofπ/6 with c. In
particular the Apollonian circles of the triangle are cyclically permuted by
f .

(14) Every pointX of the plane defines anorbital triangle

s = (X, f(X), f(f(X))),

which shares witht the same isodynamic pointsJ, J′, hence Brocard and
Lemoine axes. Conversely, every triangle whose isodynamic points areJ
andJ ′ is an orbital triangle off .

(15) The Brocard points of all the above orbital triangless fill the two π/3-
angled arcsJPJ′ andJP ′J ′ on the two circles with centers at the poles
P,P ′ of f , joining the isodynamic pointsJ andJ′.

(16) The orbital triangless, as above, which haveX on the circumcircle oft,
are all circumscribed to the Brocard ellipsec′ of t. They are precisely the
only triangles that havec andc′ as their circumcircle and Brocard ellipse,
respectively.

(17) The other two points of the orbital triangle of the circumcenterO, are the
two Brocard points oft.

(18) The second Brocard triangleA2B2C2 is an orbital triangle off .

5. Proofs on Steiner

A convenient method to define the two Steiner ellipses of a triangle, is to use
a projectivityF , that maps the vertices of an equilateral trianglet′ = (A′B′C ′)
onto the vertices of an arbitrary trianglet = (ABC) and the center oft′ onto the
centroid oft. As is well known, prescribing four points and their images, uniquely
determines a projectivity of the plane. Thus the previous conditions uniquely deter-
mineF (up to permutation of vertices). Leta′, b′ be the circumcircle and incircle,
correspondingly oft′. Their imagesa = F (a′) andb = F (b′) are correspondingly
the exterior and interior Steiner ellipses oft.
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A B

G

Figure 8. Creating the two Steiner ellipses of a triangle
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From the general properties of projectivities result the main properties of Steiner’s
ellipses of the trianglet:

(1) From the invariance of cross-ratio, and the fact thatF preserves the mid-
dles of the sides, follows thatF preserves also the line at infinity. Thus,
the images of circles are ellipses.

(2) The same reason implies, that the tangent to the outer ellipse at the vertex
is parallel to the opposite side of the triangle.

(3) The same reason implies, that the centers of the two ellipses coincide with
G and the ellipses are homothetic with ratio 2, with respect to that point.

(4) The invariance of cross-ratio implies also, that theSteiner involution, de-
fined as the projectivity that fixesA and permutesB,C, coincides (on
points of the conic) with the conjugationX �→ Y , whereXY is parallel to
a. It leaves the line at infinity fixed and coincides with the isotomic conju-
gation with respect to the median fromA. The median being a conjugate
direction toa with respect to the conic.

(5) The Fregier point of the involutionIa is the point at infinity of linea = BC
and the line of fixed points ofIa is the median fromA.

The isotomic rotation is the projectivityf = Ib ◦ Ia. One sees immediately that
it has order three:f3 = 1, that preserves the conic and cycles the vertices of the
triangle. Besides it fixes the centroidG and cycles the middles of the sides. All
the statements of§2, about orbital triangles, follow immediately from the previous
facts and the property off , to be conjugate, viaF , to a rotation by2π/3 aboutG′.
For the statement on the particular orbital triangle of the circumcenterO of t, it
suffices to do an easy calculation with trilinears. Actually the Euler line passes also
through the symmetricO′ of O with respect toG, which is one of the intersection
points of the two conics of the figure below.
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Figure 9. Circumcenters of orbital triangles
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One of the conics is the member of the conics-family passing throughO. The
other ellipse has the same axes with the previous one and is the locus of the cir-
cumcenters of orbital trianglesu = (X, f(X), f2(X)), for X on the outer Steiner
ellipse. O′ is the circumcenter of the trianglet′ = (A′B′C ′) which is symmetric
to t with respect toG.

6. Proofs on Lemoine

A convenient method to define the Brocard ellipse of a triangle, is to use a pro-
jectivity F , that maps the vertices of an equilateral trianglet′ = (A′B′C ′) onto
the vertices of an arbitrary trianglet = (ABC) and the center oft′ onto the sym-
median point oft. These conditions uniquely determineF (up to permutation of
vertices).
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Figure 10. Creating the Brocard ellipse of a triangle

F maps the incircle oft′ to the Brocard ellipse oft and the circumcircle oft′
to the circumcircle oft. To see the later, notice thatF preserves the cross ratio of
a bundle of four lines through a point. Now the tangent oft′ at A′, the two sides
A′B′, A′C ′ and the median oft′ fromA′ form a harmonic bundle. The same is true
for the tangent oft atA the two sidesAB,AC and the symmedian fromA. Thus
F maps the tangent oft′ at A′ to the tangent oft at A, and analogous properties
hold for the other vertices. This forces the circumcircle oft to coincide with the
image, underF , of the circumcircle oft′. The other statement, on the Brocard
ellipse, follows from the fact, that this ellipse is characterized as the unique conic
tangent to the sides of the triangle at the traces of the symmedians from the opposite
vertices. The main properties of theLemoine reflexion Ia result from the fact that
it is conjugate, viaF , to the reflexion oft′ with respect to its median fromA′.
Thus the line of fixed points ofIa coincides with the symmedian fromA. The
intersection pointA∗ of the lineBC with the tangent atA is the image, viaF ,
of the point at infinity of the lineB′C ′. Analogous properties hold for the points
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B∗ andC∗. Since these points are known to be on the Lemoine axis, this implies
that the line at infinity is mapped, viaF , to the Lemoine axis of the triangle. All
the lines throughA∗ remain invariant underIa, hence this point coincides with the
Fregier point of the involution.
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L
b

Figure 11. Orbital triangles

TheLemoine rotation is the projectivityf = Ib ◦ Ia, of order threef3 = 1, that
preserves the circumcircle and cycles the vertices of the triangle. Besides it fixes
the symmedian pointK of the triangle and cycles the symmedians.f is conjugate,
via F , to a rotation by2π/3 aboutK′. f leaves invariant the family of conics
generated by the circumcircle and the Brocard ellipse. This family is the image,
underF , of the bundle of concentric circles aboutK′. In particular the line at
infinity is mapped onto the Lemoine axis oft, which is also invariant underf .
The conics of the family, left invariant byf , are all symmetric with respect to the
Brocard diameterb. Besides all orbital triangless = (A = X,B = f(X), C =
f(f(X))) of f have the property shown in the above figure.

In this figure the pointA∗ is the intersection point ofBC and the tangent atA
of the conic-family member passing through A. Analogously are defined, B∗ and
C∗. The three points lie on the Lemoine axisL of t and are cyclically permuted by
f . The proof is a repetition of the argument on harmonic bundles at the beginning
of the paragraph. This has though a nice consequence. First, ifA is on the Brocard
diameterb of t, which is the symmetry axis of all the conics of the invariant family,
then the coresponding orbital triangles is symmetric. Besides the linesAB and
AC pass through two fixed pointsC∗ andB∗ of L respectively. In fact, in that case,
the tangent atA meetsL at its point at infinity. Consequently the corresponding
BC is parallel toL ands is isosceles. In addition, sincef cycles the corresponding
pointsA∗, B∗, C∗, the two last points are the image of the point at infinity ofL,
underf and its image respectively. Thus they are independent of the position ofA
on b.
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Figure 12. The orbit of the point at infinity of L
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Figure 13. Focal points of the conics

Below B∗, C∗ will be identified with the inverses of the Brocard points oft
with respect to the circumcircle. Notice that the Brocard points oft are the focal
points of the Brocard ellipse and they lie on the Brocard circle with diameterOK.
It is well known, that in general the focal points of a family of conics lie on cer-
tain cubics. For a reference, see our paper with Apostolos Thoma [2], where we
investigated such cubics from a geometric point of view. In the present case the
family consists of conics that are symmetric with respect to the Brocard axis and
the cubic must be reducible and equal to the product of a circle and a line. In fact
a calculation shows that the cubic is the union of the Brocard cirlce and the Bro-
card axis. All pointsX inside the circumcircle oft define family members whose
focal points are on the Brocard circle. All pointsX outside the circumcircle oft
define family members whose focal points are on the Brocard axis. ForX varying
on b there are two positions, where the legs of the orbital isosceli contain the foci
of the corresponding conic-member throughX. One of these points is the center
O of the circumcircle. Notice that the family of conics is generated also from the
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Lemoine axis (squared) and the circumcircle. This representation makes simpler
the computations of a proof of the last statements of§3, on the orbital triangle of
the circumcenter. Another geometric proof of this fact may be derived from the
arguments of the two next paragraphs.

7. Proofs on Brocard

K
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C’

A B

C

J’

Figure 14. The isodynamic bundles of the triangle

In contrast to projectivities that need four, Moebius transformations are deter-
mined completely by three pairs of points. Imitating the procedures of the previ-
ous paragraphs, we define the Moebius transformationF that sends the vertices
of an equilateral trianglet′ = (A′B′C ′) to the vertices of an arbitrary triangle
t = (ABC). Since Moebius transformations, preserve the set of circles and lines,
the circumcircle oft′ is mapped on the circumcircle oft. Moreover the bundle of
concentric circles to the circumcircle oft′ maps to the bundleΣ of circles gener-
ated by the circumcircle oft and its Lemoine axis. Below I callΣ the Brocard
bundle of t. This is a hyperbolic bundle with focal (or limiting) points coincid-
ing with the isodynamic pointsJ, J′ of t. SinceF is conformal it maps the lines
from O′ to the circle bundle that is orthogonal to the previous one. All circles of
this bundle pass through the isodynamic points. All these facts result immediately
from the fact that the altitudes oft′ map onto the corresponding Apollonian cir-
cles oft. This in turn follows from the invariance of the complex cross ratio, by
considering the cross ratio of the vertices(ABCD) = (A′B′C ′D′) = 1. D on
the circumcircle is uniquely determined by this condition and coincides with the
trace of the symmedian fromA. The conformality of Moebius transforms implies
also that the Apollonian circles meet atJ at angles equal toπ/3. Below I call the
bundleΣ′ of circles throughJ, J′ theApollonian bundle of t. Now to the proofs of
the statements in§4.

The first statement (1) is a general fact on Moebius transformations preserving a
circle c. Given three pairs of points onc, there is a unique Moebiusf and a unique
projectivity f ′ preservingc and corresponding the points of the pairs.f andf′
coincide on pointsX ∈ c. In fact, taking cross ratios(ABCX) in complex or by
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projecting the points on a line, from a fixed point,Z ∈ c say, gives the same result.
The same is true for the images(A′B′C ′X ′) under both transformations, thus the
images ofX underf andf′ coincide.

A’

B’ C’
D’

O’

Figure 15. TheI ′
a invariant bundles

The next two statements (2,3) follow immediately from the fact thatIa is con-
jugate, viaF , to the Moebius transformationI′a fixing A′,D′ and mappingB′ to
C ′. A short calculation shows thatI′a preserves the circles passing throughA′,D′
and also preserves the circles of the orthogonal bundle to the previous one. These
two I ′a-invariant bundles, map underF to the correspondingIa-invariant bundles
of the statements. The previous argument shows also that the bundle of concentric
circles atO′ is permuted byI′a, consequently the same is true for the bundle of
lines throughO′. But these two bundles map underF to the main bundles of our
configuration, the BrocardΣ and the ApollonianΣ′ correspondingly. This proves
also statement (4).

Next statement (5) follows from the invariance of cross ratio, along theIa-
invariant symmedian from A, and the fact that the Lemoine axis is the polar of
the symmedian point with respect to the circumcircle. A consequence of this, tak-
ing into account thatIa permutes the Brocard bundle, is that the Brocard circle of
t maps viaIa to the Lemoine axis.

From the previous considerations, on the Brocard and Apollonian bundles, fol-
lows thatIa does the following: (a) It interchangesO,P , (b) sendsQ (the pro-
jection of the circumcenter on the symmedian) at the point at infinity, (c) maps
the circles with center atQ to circles with the same property, (d) maps the linese
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Figure 16. Ia on Brocard points

throughQ to their symetricse′ with respect toPQ (or the symmedian atA). As
a consequenceIa maps the lineQB∗ to the lineQC∗ and pointsG, F ontoC∗,
B∗ correspondingly. Consider now the image of lineAB via Ia. By the properties
just described, pointsA,B,C∗ are mapped ontoA,C,G correspondingly. Also
the point at infinity is mapped ontoQ, thus the line maps to a circler passing
through the points(A,Q,C,G). It is trivial to show that the circle through the
points (A,Q,C) is tangent to lineAB at A. This identifiesG with one of the
two Brocard points oft. Statements (6-10) follow immediately from the previous
remarks. Before to proceed to the proofs of the remaining statements of§4, let us
review some facts about the characteristic parallelograms of Moebius transforma-
tions.

8. Characteristic parallelogram

For proofs of properties of Moebius transformations and their characteristic par-
allelogram I refer to Schwerdtfenger [3]. The characteristic parallelogram of a
Moebius transformationf has one pair of opposite vertices coinciding with the
fixed points off , the other pair of vertices coinciding with the poles off and
f−1 respectively. The parallelogram can be degenerated or have infinite sides. It
characterizes completelyf , when we know which vertices are the fixed points and
which are the poles. In the image belowF , F′ are the fixed points off , P is
its pole andP ′ is the pole off−1. TriangleszFP , Fz′P ′ andzz′F ′ are similar
in that orientation. This defines the recipe by which we construct geometrically
z′ = f(z).

Moebius transformationsf permute the bundleΣ of circles which pass through
their fixed pointsF , F ′. Each circlea of Σ is mapped to a circlea′ of the same
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Figure 17. Building the imagez′ = f(z)

bundle, such that the angle atF is the same with the angle of the characteristic
parallelogram at the poleP . In some sense the circles ofΣ are rotated about
the fixed points off . The picture is complemented by the bundleΣ′, which is
orthogonal to the previous one. This is also permuted byf .
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z
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Figure 18. Characteristic bundles of a Moebius transformation

Theelliptic Moebius transformations are characterized by their property to leave
invariant a circle. The circle then belongs to the bundleΣ′, whose all members
remain also invariant byf . In fact, in that casef is conjugate to a rotation, and by
this conjugation the two bundles correspond to the set of concentric circles about
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the rotation-center (Σ′) and the set of lines through the rotation-center (Σ). In
addition the parallelogram is then a rhombus.

Now to the proofs of the properties of Brocard rotationsf of §4, preserving the
notations introduced there. Since these transformations preserve the circumcircle
of the trianglet, they are elliptic. Since they are conjugate, via the mapF , to Rota-
tions by2π/3, their characteristic parallelogram is a rhombus with an angle (at the
pole) equal to2π/3. From the properties ofF we know that the fixed points off
coincide with the isodynamic points of the triangle and the Apollonian circles are
members of the bundleΣ, permuted byf . The Lemoine axis, being axis of symme-
try of the isodynamic points, contains the other vertices of the rhombus. The other
bundleΣ′, of circles left invariant byf , coincides with the bundle generated by the
circumcircle and the Lemoine axis. Later bundle contains the Brocard circle. The
statement on orbital triangles follows from the corresponding property of Lemoine
rotations, since the two maps coincide on the circumcircle.
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Figure 19. Projections of Brocard points on Lemoine axis

The fact that the circumcenterO, together with the two Brocard pointsF , G
build an orbital triangle off , follows now easily from the fact thatf = Ib ◦ Ia.
In fact, from our discussion, on Brocard reflexions, we know thatIa maps the
circumcenter ontoA∗, the intersection of sidea = BC with the Lemoine axis.
ThenIb, as shown there, mapsA∗ to one Brocard point. A similar argument proves
that applying againf we get the other Brocard point. Analogously one proves that
the second Brocard triangle is also an orbital triangle off . All the statements
(10-19) follow from the previous remarks.

Especially the statement about the fact thatP,P′ are the projections, from the
circumcenterO, of the Brocard points, on the Lemoine axis, follows also easily
from our arguments. In fact, the equibrocardian isosceles trianglet = (ABC)
of the previous picture, is also an orbital triangle of the corresponding Lemoine
rotation. From there we know that its legs pass through the fixed pointsB∗, C∗.
These points are identified as the images of the point at infinity of the Lemoine axis
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under the Lemoine Rotation. But this rotation coincides also with the Brocard ro-
tation on that axis. This identifiesP,P′ with the other vertices of the characteristic
parallelogram.

9. Remarks

(1) For every pointP of the triangle’s plane (e.g. some triangle center), one can
define a projectivityF analogous to the one used in the two examples and estab-
lishing the conjugacy of the groupG with the dihedralD3. The projectivityF is
required to map the vertices of the equilateral triangle to the vertices of the arbitrary
trianglet. In addition, it is required to map the centerP′ of the equilateral to the
selected pointP . These conditions completely determineF and there are several
phenomena, generalizing the previous examples. The bundle of circles centered at
P ′ maps to a familyΣ of conics. One of these conics,c ∈ Σ, circumcscribest, one
other being inscribed and touching the triangle’s side at the feet of the cevians from
P . One can define analogously the action ofD3, preservingc and permutting the
vertices of the triangle. The properties of this action, reflect naturally properties of
the pointP with respect to trianglet. The action leaves invariant the whole family
Σ.
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Figure 20. The limit points of the conics-family

Also, using essentially the same arguments as in the examples, one can show,
that the line at infinity maps viaF to the trilinear polar of P . The trilinear polar
being then a singular member (double line)L of Σ. Besides all orbital triangles
t = (ABC) which have a side,BC say, parallel to this line, have the other two
sides passing through two fixed pointsC∗, B∗ of L, whereas the tangent to the
member-conicc circumscribing the triangle at the other pointA of the triangle is
also parallel toL. The lineb = PA, passes through the middleM of B∗C∗ and is
the conjugate direction toL, with respect to every conic of the family. In this case
also the corresponding projective rotationf recycles pointsB∗, C∗ and the point
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at infinity of lineL.
(2) The dataL,P and the location of pointsB∗, C∗ on L uniquely determine the
invariant family of conicsΣ and the related orbital triangles. In fact, onceB∗, C∗
are known, the lineMP , whereM is the middle ofB∗, C∗, is conjugate to the
direction ofL, with respect to all the conics ofΣ. A point A on this line can
be determined, so that a special orbital triangleABC can be constructed from
the previous data. In fact, pointB′ on AB∗ satisfies the condition that the four
points (ACB′B∗) = 1, form a harmonic ratio. A triangleABC is immediately
constructed, so thatBB∗ andBB′ are its bisectors andBC is parallel toL. Con-
sequently the projectivityF can be defined, and from this the whole family is also
constructed.
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Figure 21. Special orbital triangle determined fromB∗, C∗, P

(3) The previous considerations give a nice description of the set of triangles
having a given lineL and a given pointP /∈ L as their trilinear polar with respect
to P . They are orbital triangles of actions of the previous kind and they fall into
families. Each family is characterized by the location of its limit pointsB∗, C∗ on
L.
(4) An easy calculation shows that the focal points of the members ofΣ describe
a singular cubic, self-intersecting atP . Besides the asymptotic line of this cu-
bic coincides withb. WhenP is the Symmedian-point, the corresponding cubic
coincides with the reducible one, consting of the Brocard circle and the Brocard
line.
(5) Inscribed conics and corresponding actions ofD3, permutting their contact
points with the sides of the triangle, could be also considered. They offer though
nothing new, since they are equivalent to actions of the previous kind.
(6) In all the above groups of projectivities, the rotations are identical to the pro-
jectivities fixing the pointP and cycling the vertices. One could start from such
a projectivity and show the existence and invariance of the resepective family of
conics. I prefer however the variant with the circumconics which introduces them
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P’

P

Figure 22. The focal cubic of the invariant family

into the play right from the beginning.
(7) The Brocard action is a singularium. It does not fit completely into the frame-
work of circumconics and projectivities. As we have seen however, it has a close
relationship to the Lemoine dihedral group. On Brocard Geometry there is an al-
ternative exposition by John Conway [4], described in a letter to Hyacinthos .
(8) Finally a comment on the many figures used. They are produced withEu-
cliDraw. This is a program, developed at the University of Crete, that does quickly
the job of drawing interesting figures. It has many tools that do complicated jobs,
reflecting the fact that it uses a conceptual granularity a bit wider than the very
basic axioms. I am quite involved in its development and hope that other geome-
ters will find it interesting, since it does quickly its job (sometimes even correctly),
and new tools are continuously added. The program can be downloaded and tested
from www.euclidraw.com.
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